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Ms. Excel 2007 Formula with examples Pdf In Marathing Download Microsoft Excel formula PDF in marathi: Read online Microsoft Excel formula PDF in marathi: ms Excel in marathi PDF MS Excel 2007 formula with examples of PDF free downloadms office 2010 marathi notes Excel formulas of the main formulas Excel PDF March 25, 2008 You will be able
to make the calculations more complex than. NASA did when they excel is a program you never quite finish to learn. Excel adobe converter, kamasutra book in Marathi PDF for free. Microsoft Office 2011 Home and Student Home and Business for Mac Full version of MS-Excel is the most powerful spreadsheet package brought. Microsoft. MISS Excel. Page
5 out of 40. ? The formula bar is the place you enter. And as a crate formula in Excel. All chapters in the Marathi.video tutorial Microsoft Excel 2010 in marathi.?????????? ????? ?????? : ?? ?? ????? ???? On May 28, 2015, Excel 2007 is presented, which allows you to create formulas that use columns. Microsoft Office Excel 2007 provides different types
of charts to help you ???? ?????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????? ??? ?????????. MS Excel 2010 Celebrates Marati. Learn M S Excel in Marathi P2 - Learn m s excel 2010 in Marathi step by step video tutorials.Computer Course in Marathi. A computer course is like mscit. There are 25 ?????? in this app The VLOOKUP
2018 formula corresponds to the line against the 1st range column and returns any cell value from the line. Column 2 ttp://jfluxoa.majz.com/t99-Research-powerpoint-presentation-outline.htm, . Multimedia Business (en) Messengers Desktop Development :www.novelgames.com Last updated: October 16, 2013 than the speed test - it offers all the advantages
and accuracy of such a tool, giving ease to the use of the web test speed. This test has been designed to be as accurate, reliable and powerful as possible, while at the same time placing non-technical users. Publisher: Dan ElwellHome page:www.broadbandspeedtest.net Follow-up update: March 1, 2008Speed Test ProSpeed Test Pro Pro Pro can be used
to find the speed of your Internet connection. It downloads data from the Internet and measures the largest amount that can pass through your connection during the period of time. It also shows a graph of real-time Internet usage. You can add other graphics to show the use of different hardware, such as processor, processor, and a hard drive. Publisher:
Absolute FuturityHome page:speedtestpro.net Latest update: April 9, 2014Pontes Keyboard Keyboard is a program that lets you check your reaction and typing speed. The program consists of two main sections: the reaction speed test, soon RST, and the Entry Speed Tests, soon TST. It's a useful tool to see where the letters and signs are located, and it's
also a good way to get used to the characters pronouncing for the Speed Test reaction.Publisher: Pontes Asociation RomaniaHome page:www.pontes.roLast updated: July 11, 2011E2MEng2Marathi is an English Marati typing software. Its working as you speak Marathi. It's easy English for Marati typing mock software. Welcome to Eng2Marathi character
converter software. Eng2Marathi software works when you speak Marathi. This is very useful for your office and personal work. Publisher: Multiicon - Rajkot (Inj)Last updated: December 17, 2011Free Typing TestThe Free Typing Test is a software that makes it easier for users to test input skills and speed. The typing testing app helps users assess their
typing skills. This free software app has a simple and easy-to-use interface. The software allows users to measure accuracy and count words per minute. Publisher: Media Freeware Latest Update: July 17, 2018Sonma Typing-ExpertThis free program teaches you how to type or, if you already know how to do it, it will help you test and hone your skills. It has
various input exercises that allow you to check the initial speed of typing and practice to increase speed and accuracy. Publisher: Mananjaysoft Pvt. Ltd.Home page:sonma.mobie.inLast Updated: July 22, 2015Ting test TK Free text typing test is a friendly and useful software that will help you check the speed and accuracy of text input. Publisher: Giletech
e.K.Home page:www.touch-typing-tutor.comSource:May 27, 2010LAN Speed TestThe speed advertised by your is one, and the true speed of your network in the real world is completely different. LAN Speed Test offers you a free and accurate solution that will help you know the real speed of reading/recording your connection. This fully portable and tiny tool
will allow you to transfer speed at a given time and over a period of time. Publisher: Totusoft, Inc. Home:www.totusoft.com Last updated: January 21, 2019Speed Typing Test 2000Our typing test software measures set speed in words per minute (WPM) and accuracy. Already sent than a dozen tests, the user can create tests that are typical of their
environment. The tests are included in the word wrapper and support user-defined fonts. The test results are stored and can be viewed/printed at any time. Publisher: TestedOk SoftwareHome page:www.testedok.comThe researcher: February 13, 2014Hdd Speed Test Tool v.The HddSpeedTest utility will offer two ways to check Speed. High drive speed is
essential for good performance. Especially if you write or read a lot of data to/from your drives. You can also check floppy disks, usb drives, etc. Publisher: Marko OetteHome page:www.oette.info Latest update: April 27, 2012Dan Elwell's Broadband Speed TestDan Elwell's Broadband Speed Test is a downloadable utility that can check broadband
connectivity, identify any areas of concern, monitor performance over time and generate diagnostics that you can use to send your provider. The final tool for monitoring and benchmarking connections. Publisher: Dan ElwellHome page:www.broadbandspeedtest.net Last updated: March 6, 2008Speed Test Loggger Test Loggger is a free and open source
speed test registrar for Windows. It automates download speed tests and measures the reliability of your ISP, Wi-Fi or mobile network. The program checks the download speed at a set interval and registers the test results in the CSV text file. Publisher: Loggger.com SoftwareHome page:loggger.com Latest update: July 27, 2015Typing MasterThis program
was designed for people who want to test or improve their typing skills. The app allows you to create multiple user profiles, provides access to a variety of activities and courses, and provides you with detailed statistics based on test results. Publisher: Typing Master, Inc. Home: www.typingmaster.com Last updated: February 4, 2016TypingMaster
ProTypingMaster Pro is entering a tutor program for schools and companies. This leads students step by step to free unmistakable text entry. Its network tools make it much easier to teach text typing; it automatically records personal research data for each student and calculates test results and results. Publisher: TypingMaster
Inc.Source:www.typingmaster.com Follow-up: July 11, 2018Speed - Precision Typing Test And Precision Typing Test is designed to measure how quickly and accurately applicants can enter direct text. Two standard texts are provided (on 8.5 x 11 sheets of paper) for applicants to type out or you can create your own custom text. The data entry skills test
measures how quickly and accurately data can be entered on a PC. Publisher: R.D. Craig Assessments Inc. Last updated: November 28, 2013: Hindi English Type TutorThis program allows you to learn and practice typing in Hindi and/or English. It consists of various customizable typing tests in both languages that give you stats that can help you improve
performance Text. This is a very useful program to learn how to properly enter both in English and Hindi.Publisher: JR Infotech ServicesHome page:www.typingsolution.com Last updated: August 3, 2017KeyBlaze Entering TutorKeyBlaze Typing Tutor is a handy trainer for entering and testing a utility that will help you improve speed and accuracy input. This
powerful tool can adapt to adapt To the needs of people who have different input skills; so that both beginners and experienced users can take advantage of it. Publisher: NCH SoftwareHome page:www.nchsoftware.com Last updated: December 6, 2015Is save a lot of time and it shows your skill in using apps. Here we have listed a complete list of Microsoft
Excel keyboard shortcuts and descriptions. They are classified by Excel labels with function keys, Excel shortcuts with Control Key and Miscellaneous. All of these keys work with Excel 2013, Excel 2010, Excel 2007 and previous versions. Download MS Excel Shortcut PDF FileYou can also download the full Excel Shortcut Keys PDF for offline use. This PDF
file contains Excel Labels listed below groups of shortcuts with Funciton Key, Conrol Key, Shift Key and various. KeyFunction KeysDescriptionF1Open 'Microsoft Office Excel Help' labels. F2Elite Cell Excel. F3Displays 'Paste Name' dialog window. F4Supgets the last action. F5Opens 'Go To' dialog box. F6Switches between sheet and menu /
Ribbon.F7Spelling Check.F8Switches Expand mode/turn off. F9Slists all sheets in all open workbooks. F10Highlights label menu keys and tape items. F11 creates a diagram of selected cells. F12Opens 'Save as' dialogue box. KeyControl KeysDescriptionCTRL labels are 1Opens 'Format Cells' dialog. CTRL and 2Makes chose the cell text in bold. CTRL and
3Makes chose cell text multi-lung. CTRL and 4Makes selected cell text emphasize. CTRL and 5Makes chose the text of the strikethrough cell. CTRL 6Displays / hides objects. CTRL 8Displays / hides the symbols of the contour. CTRL and 9Hides selected lines. CTRL and 0Hides selected columns. CTRL and ACTRL - once choose the current range of data,
the second time will select the entire sheet and the third time will choose the entire sheet. CTRL and BMakes chose the cell text in bold. CtRL - CCopy data. The CTRL and DFill Down team insert the top cell for all selected cells under it. CTRL and FOpens 'Find and Replace' dialog box with Find tab. CTRL and GOpens 'Go To' dialog box. CTRL and HOpens
'Find and Replace' dialog box with Replace tab. CTRL and IMakes chose cell text multi-lung. CTRL and KOpens insert the 'Insert Hyperlink' dialog window. CTRL and NOpens are a new work book. CTRL and OOpens 'Open' dialogue box. CTRL and POpens 'Print'dialog box. The CTRL and R'Fill Right team insert a left cell for all selected cells on the right
side. CTRL and SOpens 'Save as' dialogue box. CTRL and TOpens 'Create a Table' dialog window. CTRL and UMakes selected cell text emphasize. CTRL and VPaste data. CTRL and WClose current sheet. CTRL and XCut data. CTRL and YRedo are the latest action. CTRL is The Last Action Of TheUndo. CTRL : Insert the current system time. -;Insert the
current date of the system. CTRL - Copy the value of the cell above it. CTRL - Copy the cell formula above it. Labels with Shift KeyKeysDescriptionShift - F1What is it? helpShift - F2Add/Editing ByShift - F3Insert F3Insert - F4Find next without opening to find and replace the dialogue boxShift and F5Openes find and replace the dialogue box and edit the
search termShift - F6Switch between the work of the book panels in split-window mode and switch between the help taskbar and the window, If there is no split WindowShift - F7Open Research task panelShift - F8Select cells/cells vary with Arrow KeyShift9Recalculate formulas in active sheetShift and F10Displays menu label (Mouse right click options)Shift -
F11Add new sheet in sheetShift and F12Save workbookMiscellous ShortcutsKeysDescriptionESCEscape message box and discards text when writing in a cell. TABselects right side cell. SHIFT and TABselects left side cell. CTRL and TABSwitches to the next tab in the dialog field. CTRL and SHIFT - TABSwitches to the previous tab in the dialog field.
BACKSPACEClears all the contents of an active cell if the cell is selected. Clear the symbol on the left side while editing or writing content in the cell. ENTERMoves to one cell down. ALT and ENTERInserts break the line inside the cell. CTRL and ENTERPaste copied the cell to all selected cells. SHIFT - ENTERMoves to one cell up. SPACEBARChecks /
Unchecks the flag, the radio button and works like an ENTER key in the dialog field. CTRL and SPACEBARSelects are the entire column in the sheet. SHIFT - SPACEBARSelects have a whole range in the sheet. CTRL - SHIFT - SPACEBARCTRL - SHIFT - SPACEBAR will select the current data range once, select entire sheet cells for the second time and
select the entire sheet for the third time. ALT (SPACEBARDisplays) offers a control menu for the Microsoft Office Excel window. DELETERemoves text data from the cell (not formatting). HOMEMoves to the leftmost cage in a row. CTRL and HOMEMoves in the left-top left sheet cell. CTRL and SHIFT - HOMESelects cells to the top of the data range from the
current cell. ENDMoves to the cell in the bottom right corner of the window (if SCROLL LOCK is included). CTRL and ENDMoves to the last cell in the bottom right corner of the window. CTRL and SHIFT ENDSelects cells to the end of the data range from the current cell. PAGE UPMoves the current view of the sheet one screen up. CTRL and PAGE
UPMoves to the early sheet in the working book. ALT and PAGE UPMoves the current view of the sheet on one screen on the left. CTRL and SHIFT - PAGE UPMoves to the previous sheet in the working book. PAGE DOWNMoves the current view sheet is one screen down. CTRL - PAGE DOWNMoves to the next sheet in the work book. ALT - PAGE
DOWNMoves current view of the sheet on one screen on the right. CTRL - SHIFT - PAGE DOWNMoves to the next sheet in the work book. ARROWMove to one cell left/right/up/down. CTRL and ARROWMove in the far left/right/up/down in the selected data range or blank sheet. SHIFT - ARROWSelect /deselect one cell in the left/right/up/down from the
current cell. CTRL - SHIFT - ARROWSelect / deselect current data range or blank sheet left/right/up/down from the current cell. ALT AND DOWN the list of data in the cells above the current cell as a fall. This tutorial explains how to use Excel HLOOKUP with syntax and examples. It also discusses how to process #N/A and get the right results. Description
Microsoft Excel HLOOKUP searches horizontally, searching for value in the top row of the table and returning the value in the same column based on index_number. HLOOKUP is a built-in feature in Excel that is classified as Lookup/Reference. It can be used as a sheet function (WS) in Excel. As a sheet function, the HLOOKUP function can be introduced
as part of the formula in the sheet cell. If you want to follow along with this tutorial, download an example of the table. Syntax syntax for HLOOKUP feature in Microsoft Excel: Options or ArgumentsvaluePrice to search in the front row of the table.tableTwo or more lines of data that are sorted in the ascending number of the line order.index_numberThe in the
table from which the appropriate value should be returned. The front row 1.approximate_matchOptional. Enter FALSE to find the exact match. Enter TRUE to find an approximate match. If this option is omitted, TRUE is the default. approximate_match #N approximate_match Returns HLOOKUP returns any type of data such as string, numerical, date, etc. If
index_number less than 1, HLOOKUP will return #VALUE!. If index_number more than the number of columns in the table, HLOOKUP will return #REF!. NoteSee also has a VLOOKUP feature to perform vertical inspection. ToExcel is used for Office 365, Excel 2019, Excel 2016, Excel 2013, Excel 2011 for Mac, Excel 2010, Excel 2007, Excel 2003, Excel
XP, Excel 2000Example (as a sheet function)Let's look at how to use the HLOOKUP feature as a sheet feature in Microsoft Excel: Based on the Excel table above, the following examples of HLOOKUP will return:Now, let's look at the example of HLOOKUP (10251, A1:G3, 2, FALSE), which returns a value of $16.80 and take a closer look. The first option in
HLOOKUP is the value to search the data table. In this example, the first option is 10251. This is the value that HLOOKUP will be looking for in the front row of the data table. The second option of HLOOKUP is the table or data source where a horizontal view should be performed. In this example, the second option is A1:G3. HLOOKUP uses the front row in
this range (i.e.: A1:G1) to search for 10251.Third parameter is the position number in the table where Return data can be found. Value 1 indicates the first line in the table. Second row 2, and so on. In this example, the third parameter is 2. This means the second row in the table where we will find value for the return. Because the table range is set at A1:G3,
the return value will be in the second row somewhere in the A2:G2 range. The fourth parameterFinal and most importantly is the fourth or last parameter in HLOOKUP. This setting determines whether you are looking for an exact match or an approximate match. In this example, the fourth option is FALSE. The FALSE option means that HLOOKUP is looking
for an exact match for the value of 10251. The TRUE option means that a close match will be returned. Since HLOOKUP can find 10251 in the A1:G1 range, it returns the corresponding value from A2:G2, which is $16.80.Exact Match vs. approximate match To find the exact match, use FALSE as the final parameter. To find an approximate match, use TRUE
as the final option. Let's see a value that doesn't exist in our data to demonstrate the importance of this parameter! Accurate matchUse FALSE to find the exact match: If an exact match is not found, #N/A returns. Approximate MatchUse TRUE to find an approximate match: If no match is found, it returns the following lower value, which in this case is
$14.00.HLOOKUP from Other ListWa can use HLOOKUP to search for the value when the table is on another sheet. Let's change our example above and assume that the table is in another sheet called Sheet2 in the A1:G3 range. We could rewrite our original example where we look at the value of 10251 as follows: Previous table range with name sheet
and exclamation point, we can update our HLOOKUP to link the table to another sheet. HLOOKUP from another sheet with gaps in the NameLet sheet throw in another complication. What happens if the name of the sheet contains spaces? If there are gaps in the name of the sheet, you need to change the formula further. Let's assume that the table is on a
sheet called Test sheet in the A1:G3 range, we have to change our formula as follows: By placing the name of the sheet within one quote, we can place the name of the sheet with spaces in our HLOOKUP function. Why use absolute links? It is now important for us to mention another mistake that is usually made. When people use the HLOOKUP feature,
they usually use relative links for a range of tables, as we did in our examples above. This will return the correct answer, but what happens when you copy the formula to another cell? The range of tables will be adjusted by Excel and will change as to where you insert the new formula. Let's explain ... So if you had the following formula in the J1 cell: And then
you copied this formula from the J1 cell to the K2 cell, it would change the HLOOKUP formula to the following: Since your table is in A1:G3, not B2:H4, your formula will return erroneous results in the K2 cell. To make sure your range hasn't changed, try referring to your table range, using absolute links as follows: Now, if you copy this formula to another cell,
the table range will remain $A $1:$G$3.How to deal with #N/A ErrorsFinally, let's see how to handle cases where HLOOKUP is not a match and returns the error #N/A. In most cases you don't want to see #N/A, but rather a more convenient result. For example, if you have the following formula: Instead of displaying an error #N/A, if you don't find a match, you
can return 'Not Found'. To do this, you can change the HLOOKUP formula as follows: ORORThese formulas use ISNA, IFERROR, and IFNA functions to return the Not Found feature if a match is not found by HLOOKUP. It's a great way to decorate a spreadsheet so you don't see traditional Excel bugs. Lesson 2: Writing Excel formulas and formatting
DataLesson 1 introduced you to the Excel 2007 window, taught you how to navigate the window and how to enter data. The main strength of Excel is that you can do mathematical calculations and format your data. In this lesson, you'll learn how to do basic mathematical calculations and how to format text and numerical data. To start this lesson, open
Excel.Set The Enter Key DirectionIn Microsoft Excel, you can specify the direction the cursor is moving when the Enter key is pressed. In subsequent exercises, the cursor must move down one cell when Enter is pressed. You can use the Directions field in the Excel Options bar to set the cursor to move up, down, left, right, or not to move upwards at all.
Follow the next steps to set the cursor to move down when the Enter key is pressed. Click microsoft Office. The menu appears. Click Excel Options in the bottom right corner. The Excel options bar is displayed. Click Advanced.If the check box next to After clicking Enter Move Choice is not checked, click on the box to check it. If Down doesn't show up in the
Direction box, click on the arrow down next to the Direction window, then click Down.Click OK. Excel sets the entry direction down. By doing mathematical calculationsIn Microsoft Excel, you can enter numbers and mathematical formulas into cells. Whether you're entering a number or formula, you can refer to a cell in mathematical calculations such as
adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing. When you enter a mathematical formula, the formula is preceded by an equal sign. Use the following to specify the type of calculation you want to perform: Supplement-subtraction Multiplication /Department Exponentially In the following exercises, you practice some of the techniques that you can use to on the
sheet, and you'll learn how to do mathematical calculations. Refer to Lesson 1 to learn more about around the sheet. EXERCISE 1AdditionType Add to Cell A1. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 1 in A2 cell. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 1 in A3 cell. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. I'm going into the A4 cell. Click on the
check mark on the Formula Bar. Excel adds A1 to A2 and displays the result in A4. The formula is displayed on the Formula Bar. Note: Hitting the check mark on the Formula Bar is similar to pressing Enter. Excel records your record, but doesn't move on to the next cell. Subtraction Click F5. A Go To dialog appears. Type B1 in the reference field. Click
Enter. Excel goes to the B1 cell. Subtract.Press Enter type. Excel moves down one cell. Type 6 in cell B2. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 3 in cell B3. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type B2-B3 in B4 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Excel subtract the B3 cell from the B2 cell and the result is displayed in cell B4. The
formula is displayed on the Formula Bar. MultiplyM Excel 2007 Formula with Examples Pdf In Marathing Hold the ctrl key while you press 'g' (Ctrl'g). A Go To dialog appears. Type C1 in the reference field. Click Enter. Excel goes to C1Type Multiply.Press Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 2 in C2 cell. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 3 in
cell C3. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type C2'C3 in C4 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Excel multiplies C1 into C2 cell and displays the result in the C3 cell. The formula is displayed on the Formula Bar. Press Division F5. Type D1 in the reference field. Click Enter. Excel goes to the D1 cell. Divide.Press Enter type. Excel moves
down one cell. Type 6 in D2. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 3 in D3. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type D2/D3 in D4. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Excel divides the D2 cell into a D3 cell and displays the result in the D4 cell. The formula is displayed on the Formula Bar. When you create formulas, you can refer to
cells and include numbers. All of the following formulas are valid: A2/B2A112-B3-A2-B212-24-53AutoSum You can use the AutoSum button on the Home tab to automatically add a column or a number of numbers. When you press AutoSum, Excel selects the numbers it thinks you want to add. If you hit the check mark on the Formula Bar or hit the Enter key,
Excel adds numbers. If Excel's assumption about what numbers you want to add is incorrect, you can choose the right cells. EXERCISE 2AutoSum Next illustrates AutoSum: Go to the F1 cell. Type 3.Press Enter. Excel moves down one cell. 3. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 3. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell to the F4 cell. Choose the
Home tab. Click the AutoSum button in the editing team. Excel selects F1 cells via F3 and introduces the formula into the F4 cell. Press Enter. Excel adds F1 via F3 and displays the result in the F4 cell. By doing automatic calculations by default, Microsoft Excel recalculates the sheet when the cell records change. This makes it easier to fix bugs and analyze
different scenarios. EXERCISE 3 Automatic CalculationS Will count the changes described below, and note how Microsoft Excel automatically recalculates. Moving to A2. Type 2. Click on the right hand. Excel changes the result in the A4 cell. Excel adds A2 to A3, and a new result appears in A4. Moving to cell B2. Type 8. Click on the right hand. Excel
subtract the B3 cell from cell B3, and a new result appears in cell B4. Moving to C2. Type 4. Click on the right hand. Excel multiplies the C2 cell by the C3 cell, and a new result appears in the C4 cell. Moving to the D2 cell. Type 12. Click Enter. Excel divides the D2 cell into A D3, and a new result appears in the D4 cell. When you type text into a cell, your
record is aligned to the left side of the cell by default. When you enter numbers into a cell, your record is aligned to the right side of the cell by default. You can change the cell alignment. You can center, left alignment, or right to level any cell entrance. Look at the A1 cells to D1. Note that they are aligned on the left side of the cell. EXERCISE 4Center For A1
to D1 Cells Center: Select A1 cells to D1. Choose the Home tab. Click the Center button in the alignment group. Excel content centers of each cell. Left-Align For left alignment of A1 cells to D1: Select A1 cells to D1. Choose the Home tab. Click the text alignment button on the left in the alignment group. Excel left-aligns the contents of each cell. Right-
aligned to right-align A1 cells to D1:Select A1 cells to D1. Click in cell A1. Choose the Home tab. Click the text alignment button. Excel correctly aligns the contents of the cell. Click anywhere on the sheet to clear the backlight. Note: You can also change the alignment of cells with numbers in them using alignment buttons. Do advanced math calculations
when you do mathematical calculations in Excel, be careful with priority. Calculations are done from left to right, with multiplication and division performed before adding and subtracting. EXERCISE 5 Extended calculationsMoe to A7 cell. Type 3'3'12/2'4. Click Enter.Note: Microsoft Excel divides 12 into 2, multiplies the answer by 4, adds 3, and then adds
another 3. The answer, 30, appears in the A7 cell. Use brackets to change the order of calculation. Microsoft Excel calculates the information in brackets first. Double click in the A7 cell. Edit the cell to read No (3'3'12)/2'4. Click Enter.Note: Microsoft Excel adds 3 plus 3 plus 12, divides the answer into 2, and then multiplies the result by 4. 36, displayed in the
A7 cell. Copy, cut, paste, and cell addressesIn Excel, you can copy data from one area of the sheet and place the data that you copied anywhere in or another sheet. In other words, once the information is put into the sheet, if you want to place the same information elsewhere, you don't have to reprint the information. You just copy it and then paste it in a
new place. Excel Cut can be used to remove information from a sheet. You can then use paste to place information that you cut out anywhere in the same or other sheet. In other words, you can move information from one place in a sheet to another in the same sheet using Cut and Paste features. Microsoft Excel records the addresses of the cells in formulas
in three different ways, called absolute, relative, and mixed. The way the formula is recorded is important when copying it. When a cell is relatively targeted, when copying a formula from one area of the sheet to another, Excel records the cell position relative to the cell that originally contained the formula. When you absolutely address cells when you copy a
formula from one area of the sheet to another, Excel refers to the same cells, no matter where you copy the formula. You can use mixed cell addresses to keep the line constant while the column changes, or vice versa. The following exercises demonstrate. EXERCISE 6Copy, Cut, Paste, and Cellular Address transition to A9 cell. Type 1. Click Enter. Excel
moves down one cell. Type 1. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 1. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Moving to the B9 cell. Type 2. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 2. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. Type 2. Click Enter. Excel moves down one cell. In addition to entering the formula, as you did in Lesson 1, you can
also enter formulas using the Point mode. When you're in Point mode, you can enter the formula by clicking on the cell or using the arrow keys. Moving to A12. Use the arrow key up to move to the A9. Use the arrow key up to move to the A10. Use the arrow key to move to the A11 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Look at the Formula Bar.
Please note that the entered formula appears there. Copy with tape To copy the formula you just typed, follow these steps: You must be in the A12 cell. Choose the Home tab. Click Copy in the Clipboard group. Excel copies the formula in the A12 cell. Click on the right hand button once to go to the B12 cell. Click the Pasta button in the Clipboard group.
Excel grazes the formula in the A12 cell into the B12 cell. Click Esc to get out of Copy mode. The formulas are the same, except that the formula in the A12 cell summarizes the entries in column A and the formula in the B12 cell summarizes the entries in column B. The formula has been copied relatively. Before you start the next part of the exercise, you you
copy information in A7 to B9 cells in C7 to D9. This time you will copy using the Mini toolbar. Copy with a mini toolbar Select A9 cells to B11. Moving to the A9. Click Shift. Holding the Shift key, double-press the arrow key down. Click on the right hand once. Excel allocates A9 to B11. Right-click. Context menus and a mini-toolbar appear. Click copy, which is
in the context of the menu. Excel copies information in A9 cells to B11. Moving to C9. Right-click. The context menu is displayed. Click the pasta. Excel copies the contents of A9 to B11 cells in C9 to C11. Click Esc to get out of copy mode. The absolute cell address you make the cell address by the absolute address of the cell by placing a dollar sign in front
of the line and column identifiers. You can do this automatically with the F4 key. To illustrate: Go to the C12 cell. Type Z. Click cell C9. Click F4. Dollar signs appear before C and 9. Type Z. Click cell C10. Click F4. Dollar signs appear before C and 10. Type Z. Click cell C11. Click F4. Dollar signs appear before C and 11. Click on the check mark on the
formula bar. Excel records the formula in the C12 cell. Copying and inserting with ShortcutsKeyboard keyboard shortcuts are key combinations that allow you to perform tasks with the keyboard. Typically, you click and hold the key when you click on the email. For example, Ctrl'c means you have to press and hold the Ctrl key when you click 'c.' This tutorial
means key combinations: Click Ctrl'c. Now copy the formula from C12 to D12. This time, copy using shortcuts. Moving to the C12 cell. Hold the Ctrl key by pressing to 'c' (Ctrl'c). Excel copies the contents of the C12 cell. Tap the right arrow once. Excel moves to D12. Hold the Ctrl key by pressing to 'v' (Ctrl'v). Excel toss the contents of the C12 cell into the
D12 cell. Click Esc to get out of Copy mode. Compare the formula in the C12 cell with the formula in the D12 cell (while in the appropriate cell look at the Formula bar). The formulas are exactly the same. Excel copied the formula from the C12 cell to the D12 cell. Excel copied the formula in an absolute way. Both formulas summarize the C.Mixed Cell
AddressingYou column to use a mixed cell, referring to the cell when you want to copy its absolute and partially relative. For example, a line can be absolute and a column relative. You can use the F4 key to create a mixed cell link. Moving to E1. Type z. Press the arrow once. Click F4. Click F4 again. Note that the column is relative and the line is absolute.
Click F4 again. Note that the column is and the line is relative. Click Esc.Cut and PasteYou can move data from one area of the sheet to another. Select the D9 cell for the D12Choose Home tab. Click Cut. Moving to the G1 cell. Click the paste button. Excel moves D9 cell content to D12 in G1 G1 cells the key label for Cut is Ctrl'x. Steps to cut and paste with
a shortcut: Choose the cells you want to cut and paste. Click Ctrl'x. Move to the top left corner of the cell block into which you want to insert. Click Ctrl'v. Excel cuts and shuffles selected cells. Insert and remove columns and strings You can insert and delete columns and strings. When you remove the column, everything in the column is removed, from the top
of the sheet to the bottom of the sheet. When you delete a line, you delete the entire line from left to right. Inserting a column or string inserts a brand new column or string. EXERCISE 7Insert and Delete columns and strings To remove columns F and G: Click on the F-indicator column and drag on the G column. Click down the arrow next to Delete in the
group of cells. The menu appears. Click Delete sheet columns. Excel removes selected columns. Click anywhere on the sheet to remove your choice. To remove lines 7 to 12: Click on the line 7 indicator and drag on line 12. Click on the arrow down next to removal in the Cell group. The menu appears. Click Delete Sheet Lines. Excel removes selected lines.
Click anywhere on the sheet to remove your choice. To insert the column: Click on A to select the A.Click column down the arrow next to the insert in the group of cells. The menu appears. Click Insert sheet columns. Excel inserts a new column. Click anywhere on the sheet to remove your choice. To insert the strings: Click on 1 and then drag up to 2 to
select lines 1 and 2.Click down the arrows next to insert in the group of cells. The menu appears. Click Insert Sheet lines. Excel inserts two new series. Click anywhere on the sheet to remove your choice. Your sheet should look like the one shown here. Create boundaries, you can use boundaries to highlight entries in the Excel sheet. You can choose from
several types of boundaries. When you press the arrow next to the Border button, the menu appears. By making the right choice from the menu, you can place the boundary on the top, bottom, left or right of the selected cells; On all sides; or around the outer boundary. You can have a thick outer border or border with one line of the top and double bottom
lines. Accountants usually place one to emphasize above the final number and double the stress below. The following illustrations: EXERCISE 8Ssysing Boundaries Select Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the Border button. The menu appears. Tap the top and double the bottom boundary. Excel adds the boundary you choose to your chosen cells.
Merge and CenterSometimes, especially when you give the title section of the sheet, you want to center a piece of text for a few columns or rows. The following example shows you how to do it. EXERCISE 9Merge and CenterGo to cell B2. The sign on the Worksheet.Click sheet Formula. Select B2 to E2 cells. Choose a house house merge and center button
in the alignment group. Excel combines cells B2, C2, D2 and E2, and then content centers. Note: To untangle the cells: Choose the cell you want to size. Choose the Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the Merger and Center button. The menu appears. Click Unmerge Cells. Excel smooths the cells. Add a ColorTo background to make the section of
your sheet stand out, you can add a background color cell or a group of cells. EXERCISE 10Add Von ColorChoose Home Tab. Click on the arrow down next to the Fill Color button. Click on the dark blue color. Excel places a dark blue background in selected cells. Changing the font, font size, and Font ColorA is a set of characters in the same font. Each font
character is created using the same basic style. Excel provides many different fonts from which you can choose. The font size is measured at points. There are 72 points per inch. The number of points assigned to the font depends on the distance from the top to the bottom of its longest character. You can change the font size, font, and color of the data you
type into Excel.EXERCISE 11Subign the FontChoose the Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the font box. A list of fonts appears. When you scroll through the font list, Excel provides a preview of the font in your chosen cell. Find and click Times New Roman in the font box. Note: If Times New Roman is your default font, click a different font. Excel
changes the font in selected cells. Change the size of the font Select B2 cell. Choose the Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the font-sized box. A list of font sizes is displayed. Scroll up or down the font size list, Excel provides a preview of the font size in your chosen cell. Click 26. Excel changes the font size in the B2 cell to 26. Choose the Home tab.
Click on the arrow down next to the Font Color button. Click on the white. The color of the font changes to white. Your sheet should look like the one shown here. Go to the new sheet In Microsoft Excel, each work book consists of several sheets. Each sheet has a tab. By default, the work book has three sheets, and they are named sequentially, starting with
sheet1. The name of the sheet appears on the tab. Before moving on to the next topic, you'll be moved to a new list. The exercise that follows shows you how. EXERCISE 12Move to the new sheet Tap Sheet 2 in the bottom left corner of the screen. Excel goes to Sheet2.Bold, Italicize and UnderlineWhen, creating an Excel sheet, you can emphasize the
contents of the cells, laughing, re-posing and/or emphasizing. You can easily bold, italicize, or emphasize text with Microsoft Excel. You can also combine these in other words, you can bold, multigalize, and emphasize one piece of text. In subsequent exercises will learn different techniques that you can use to bold, multi-man, and emphasize. EXERCISE 13
Bold with Bold Type tape in A1 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click Bold. Excel bold cell content. Click Bold again if you want to remove the bold. It is applied to the italic tape in the B1 cage. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click italic. Excel italicizes cell content. Click italic again if
you want to remove italic. Emphasizing with RibbonMicrosoft Excel provides two types of emphasis. The exercises that follow illustrate them. One underline: Type Of Stress in cell C1. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click On stressed. Excel emphasizes the contents of the cell. Click the Underline button again if you want to
remove the underlining. Double emphasis on the type Of Stressing in the D1 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the Underline button and then press Double Underline. Excel doubles the contents of the cell. Note that the Underline button changes the button shown here, D with a double
accent underneath it. Then the next time you hit the Underline button, you get a double accent. If you want one to emphasize, click down the arrows next to the Double Underline button, then choose to emphasize. Click the double to emphasize again if you want to remove the double highlight. Bold, emphasize and italianize the type of all three in the E1 cell.
Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click Bold. Excel bold cell content. Click italic. Excel whaling the contents of the cell. Click On stressed. Excel emphasizes the contents of the cell. Alternative method: Bold with Shortcut Keys Type Bold in cell A2. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Hold the Ctrl button when you
press 'b' (Ctrl'b). Excel bold cell content. Click Ctrl'b again if you want to remove the bold. Alternative method: It istalized using shortcut Type Italic in cell B2. Note: Since you have previously typed the word Italic into column B, Excel can enter the word into the cell automatically after entering the I. Excel does this to speed up data entry. Click on the check
mark on the Formula Bar. Hold the Ctrl key when you press 'i' (Ctrl-i). Excel italicizes cell content. Click Ctrl'i again if you want to remove multi-formatting. Alternative method: Stress with shortcut Keys Type Underline in cell C2. Click on a sign on the Formula Bar. Hold the Ctrl key when you press 'u' (Ctrl-u). Excel applies one underline to cell content. Click
Ctrl'u again if you want to remove the underlining. Bold Bold and emphasize with shortcut Keys Type All Three in the D2 cell. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Hold the Ctrl button when you press 'b' (Ctrl'b). Excel bold cell content. Hold the Ctrl key when you press 'i' (Ctrl-i). Excel whaling the contents of the cell. Hold the Ctrl key when you press 'u'
(Ctrl-u). Excel applies one underline to cell content. Working with long text Whenever you type text that takes too long to fit into a cell, Microsoft Excel tries to display the entire text. He left-aligns the text regardless of the alignment you assigned to him, and he borrows space from empty cells to the right. However, a long text recording will never write over
cells that already contain records, instead, cells that contain records cut off long text. The following exercise illustrates this. EXERCISE 14Work with a long text transition to the A6 cell. Type Now is the time for all the good people to go to the aid of their army. Click Enter. Anything that doesn't fit into the A6 cell spills over into a nearby cell. Moving to the B6
cell. Type test. Press Enter. Excel cuts off entry to the A6 cell. Moving to A6. Look at the Formula Bar. The text is still in the cell. Change the width of the column, you can increase the width of the column. Increasing the width of the column allows you to see the long text. EXERCISE 15Change Column Width Make sure you are in any cell under the A.Choose
the Home tab column. Click on the arrow down next to the Format in the Cell Group. Click Column Width. The column width dialog window is displayed. Type 55 in the column width field. Click OK. Column A is set at a width of 55. Now you should be able to see the whole text. Changing the width of a column by draggingYou can also change the width of the
column with the cursor. Place the mouse pointer on the line between the titles of column B and C. The mouse pointer should look like the one that is displayed here with two arrows. Move the mouse to the right, holding the left mouse button. The width indicator is displayed on the screen. Release the left mouse button when the width indicator shows about
20. Excel increases the width of the column to 20.Format NumbersBuy can format the numbers you're part of Microsoft Excel. For example, you can add commas for individual thousands, specify the number of decimal places, place a dollar sign in front of a number, or display a number as a percentage. NOS EXERCISE 16Format are moved to the B8 cell.
Type 1234567. Click on the check mark on the Formula Bar. Choose the Home tab. Click on the arrow down next to the Number format window. The menu appears. Click the number. Excel adds two decimal places to the number you typed. Click the Comma Style button. Excel shares thousands with a comma. Click the accounting number format. Excel



adds dollar to your number. Double-click on the Decimal Increase button to change the number format to four decimal places. Click the Decimal Reduction button if want to reduce the number of decimal places. Change the decimal point by a percentage. Moving to the B9 cell. V.35 (note the decimal point). Click on the check mark on the formula bar. Choose
the Home tab. Click Percentage Style. Excel turns decimal in percentage. This is the end of Lesson 2. You can save and close the file. See Lesson 1 to learn how to save and close the file. File. microsoft excel formulas pdf in marathi
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